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Magnetic reconnection (MR) plays an important role in particle transport, energization, and
acceleration in space, astrophysical, and laboratory plasmas. In the Madison Symmetric Torus
reversed field pinch, discrete MR events release large amounts of energy from the equilibrium
magnetic field, a fraction of which is transferred to electrons and ions. Previous experiments revealed
an anisotropic electron tail that favors the perpendicular direction and is symmetric in the parallel.
New profile measurements of x-ray emission show that the tail distribution is localized near the magnetic axis, consistent modeling of the bremsstrahlung emission. The tail appears first near the magnetic axis and then spreads radially, and the dynamics in the anisotropy and diffusion are discussed.
The data presented imply that the electron tail formation likely results from a turbulent wave-particle
interaction and provides evidence that high energy electrons are escaping the core-localized region
through pitch angle scattering into the parallel direction, followed by stochastic parallel transport to
the plasma edge. New measurements also show a strong correlation between high energy x-ray measurements and tearing mode dynamics, suggesting that the coupling between core and edge tearing
modes is essential for energetic electron tail formation. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5016240

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection (MR) is characterized by impulsive, discrete bursts of released magnetic energy (Umag). The
release of Umag and conversion to kinetic energy plays an
important role in particle transport and energization (heating
and acceleration) in space and laboratory plasmas. An ongoing topic of research is the underlying mechanism behind particle heating and energization during magnetic reconnection.
Electron energization during MR is commonly observed in
the magnetotail,1–3 during magnetospheric substorms,4,5 and
during solar flares6,7 during MR events. However, spacebased observations and in situ measurements are challenging
to obtain due to the uncertainty in both the location and the
time of MR.
MR is also prevalent in laboratory experiments,8–15 particularly in tokamaks where electron energization is commonly observed during the internal kink mode sawtooth
cycle. X-ray detectors have become increasingly useful diagnostics for diagnosing electron dynamics in high temperature
plasma16–23 experiments. Parallel and anti-parallel anisotropy in x-ray emission from non-thermal electrons, attributed
to runaway acceleration driven by the inductive electric field
created during the impulsive sawtooth crash, has been measured in the T-1018, VTF,8 TCV,9 and PLT11 tokamaks. In
the reversed field pinch (RFP), discrete MR events resemble
the internal kind mode sawteeth and release large amounts of
energy from the equilibrium magnetic field, a large fraction
of which is transferred to the ions in a non-collisional process. The extensive diagnostic set available on the Madison
Note: Paper NI2 4, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 62, 209 (2017).
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Symmetric Torus (MST) offers a unique opportunity to study
particle heating and energization processes more in depth in
a controlled and reproducible laboratory setting.
Ion heating and energization has been thoroughly studied24–30 in MST RFP plasmas, but emphasis has recently
shifted toward understanding transient electrons during
bursts of MR. High-speed x-ray energy spectrum measurements described in DuBois et al.31 revealed the formation of
a non-Maxwellian energetic electron tail during MR in standard RFP plasmas in MST. The energetic tail was characterized by a power-law with the spectral index decreasing at
MR, and then increasing rapidly. The x-ray emission was
found to be anisotropic favoring the radial view and symmetric in toroidal views, suggesting a tail generation process that
favors a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. This
also implied that runaway acceleration was not the responsible mechanism, consistent with the net emf acting on electrons being smaller than the Dreicer field. Modeling of the
bremsstrahlung emission was consistent with the generation
of an anisotropic electron tail having high perpendicular
velocity and predicted the extent of the electron tail to be
spatially localized near the magnetic axis. It was predicted
that a turbulent process related to tearing fluctuations was
most likely responsible for the energization observed in the
electron tail. This was the first experimental evidence of
anisotropic electron energization during MR in a toroidal,
magnetically confined plasma that favored a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field.
These previous results motivated further experiments,
which aimed to make a direct measurement of the radial
extent of the core-localized tail, make estimates of the onset
time of energization, and uncover the energy source and
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mechanism for the electron energization. These new results
form the basis of the paper. The MST and MR due to tearing
mode instabilities are described in Sec. II. An overview of
the fast x-ray (FXR) detector system32 used for measurements of bremsstrahlung emission during MR is presented in
Sec. III, followed by a summary of previous ion heating and
energization measurements and a review of the previous
electron energization results. New measurements of the corelocalized tail radial profile and a discussion on the correlation between tearing dynamics and electron energization are
presented in Sec. IV.
II. THE MADISON SYMMETRIC TORUS

MST is a toroidal device with a 1.5 m major radius and a
0.52 m minor radius where the plasma is surrounded by a
5-cm-thick aluminum conducting shell.33 MST is typically
operated in a RFP configuration where the magnetic field is
generated primarily by current in the plasma. MST can operate with a plasma current (Ip) between 200 and 600 kA, which
corresponds to a magnetic field strength of 0.2 to 0.6 T in the
core. The line-averaged electron density 1019 m3 , and core
electron and ion temperatures are between 0.2 and 2 keV. The
typical pulse has a 10 ms Ip ramp up period followed by a
20–30 ms long flat-top and an overall pulse length <100 ms.
Plasmas in the standard confinement regime have an energy
confinement time of a few ms, while the energy confinement
in the reduced-tearing regime is much larger, about 10 ms.
The work described here is for plasmas in the standard
confinement regime, which exhibit strong, quasiperiodic MR
events associated with tearing instabilities. Magnetic reconnection arises from tearing modes that are destabilized by
the gradient of the parallel current density. This is associated
with the strong toroidal induction and ohmic heating that
forms the plasma. Tearing mode resonances can occur at
many locations in the plasma volume at radial locations where
the safety factor, qðr Þ ¼ m=n (m ¼ poloidal mode number,
n ¼ toroidal mode number) due to the strong magnetic shear
in the RFP equilibrium. Typically, a few tearing modes resonant in the core region are linearly unstable, which have mode
numbers m ¼ 1; n ¼ 6–8. Stable m ¼ 1 modes with n > 8
are nonlinearly excited in the mid-region of plasma as well as
at the qðr Þ ¼ 0 surface where m ¼ 0 modes are resonant. The
toroidal magnetic field crosses zero at the qðrÞ ¼ 0 surface
and reverses direction near the boundary. The reversal surface
location can be controlled and even completely removed from
the plasma, and this strongly affects the nonlinear dynamics
of MR associated with the coupling of m ¼ 1 and m ¼ 0
modes. The degree of toroidal field reversal is quantified by
the reversal parameter, F ¼ Bt ðaÞ=hBt i, where Bt ðaÞ is the
toroidal magnetic field at the wall and hBt i is the average
toroidal magnetic field in the whole plasma volume. As F
becomes more negative, the reversal surface is moved inward
toward the core. For F ¼ 0, the reversal surface is located at
the wall of the conducting shell and all of the toroidal flux is
generated by current in the plasma.
The nonlinear interaction between tearing modes results
in MR being excited at many sites that conspire to create a
quasiperiodic magnetic relaxation cycle that causes a sudden
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release of stored magnetic energy, Umag, during a fast (100
ls) crash phase.34 This cycle resembles the internal kink
mode sawtooth process in tokamak plasmas in some respects,
but it is more global in RFP plasmas due to its multi-mode
nature. The overlap of magnetic islands from multiple tearing
modes leads to widespread magnetic stochasticity, enhancing
parallel particle and energy transport.35–37 Figure 1 shows
two typical magnetic relaxation cycles during a single discharge in MST. Figure 1(a) shows Umag during a 10 ms window. The magnetic fluctuation amplitudes for an unstable
core-resonant m ¼ 1, n ¼ 6 mode (blue, dashed) and a nonlinearly driven edge-resonant m ¼ 0, n ¼ 1 mode (red, solid)
are shown in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows an example of the
reversal parameter, where the minimum F reached during
MR is dependent on the individual event and not the set-point
of F. The insets in Fig. 1 show the evolution (relative to MR)
of Umag (top) and magnetic fluctuation amplitudes (bottom)
averaged over 485 MR events. At the MR event, 20–30 kJ of
Umag is released in 100 ls, and both core and edge-resonant
mode amplitudes peak. Analysis of time resolved x-ray data
in this paper is based on conditional averaging where the
time of the MR event is set to zero and all data are gathered
in a window centered around the time of MR and ranging
from 1 ms before to 1 ms after. These time windows are
selected during the flattop of the discharge between 10 and
30 ms where the plasma current and density are constant and

FIG. 1. (a) Evolution of Umag for two magnetic reconnection cycles in a
500 kA standard (F ¼ 0.2) plasma in MST. (b) Evolution of tearing mode
amplitudes for the edge-resonant m ¼ 1, n ¼ 1 (red, solid) mode and the
(innermost) core resonant m ¼ 1, n ¼ 6 (blue, dashed) mode. (c) The evolution of the reversal parameter, F. Notice that the minimum F at the MR is
dependent on each individual event. The insets show the magnetic energy
(top) and tearing mode amplitudes (middle) averaged over 485 events
(shaded region represents the standard error of the mean), with time relative
to MR.
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within a pre-specified range. Only MR events that generate a
change in toroidal magnetic flux characterized by a one-turn
poloidal voltage above 12 V are considered, and all of the
selected MR events are then averaged together to characterize
dynamical changes in the data.
III. FAST X-RAY DETECTOR DIAGNOSTIC

The fast x-ray (FXR) detector32 is a high-time resolution
soft x-ray spectrometer that measures electron energization
via emitted bremsstrahlung and is installed on MST for MR
studies. The detector consists of a PerkinElmer Inc., Si-APD
(Silicon Avalanche PhotoDiode) type C30703F with a
10 mm  10 mm active area. A high voltage power supply is
used to apply a bias of þ430 V to the APD. The APD output
signal is proportional to the energy of the incident photon and
is input to a Gaussian amplifier with a shaping time of 20 ns.
The shaping amplifier increases the magnitude of the signal
which increases signal to noise ratio. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of each Gaussian pulse is 20 ns, allowing for high time resolution measurements. The amplified signal is digitized at a rate of 500 MHz using a ZT410PXI-21
ZTec digitizer with a 14-bit sampling resolution. A radioactive iron source (Fe55) with a strong line at 5.9 keV is used to
calibrate the FXR detector system and derive a characteristic
pulse as well as a range of acceptable FWHM values that are
later used in experimental data to determine if the signal is
generated by an x-ray pulse or noise. The pulse height analysis (PHA) of calibration data yields a detector optimal energy
range of 2–30 keV and an energy resolution of 1.0 keV.
Figure 2 shows a typical x-ray pulse from the Fe55 source
(black) with the characteristic pulse (red) fitted to the data.
The blue dashed line shows a spline fit to the data, which is
used to calculate the FWHM of the pulse (17.3 ns). The
energy of the pulse is 5.8 keV.
PHA of experimental data is used to discriminate
between noise and x-ray photons based on the shape and the
FWHM of the pulse. If the pulse is verified to be from an
x-ray, the time relative to MR and the energy of the pulse is
recorded. To calculate an energy spectrum, a series of similar

FIG. 2. A single Fe55 photon pulse (black) measured by the FXR detector
with a characteristic pulse fit (red) and the spline fit (dashed, blue). The bestfit amplitude is 5.818 keV with a full width at half maximum, as calculated
from the spline fit, of 17.325 ns.
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discharges is taken, and all x-ray pulses are counted and separated into a range of energy bins for the full ensemble of
shots. To calculate the total x-ray flux in plasma, raw x-ray
counts are corrected by detector efficiency, time window (20
ls), and energy resolution (1.0 keV). The detector efficiency
is dependent on the probability of transmission through a
number of materials and the probability of a photon interacting with the silicon detector. Total x-ray flux can be normalized by plasma core volume through which the detector
views and the number of MR events.
The detector has the versatility to be quickly moved for
measurements through chords viewing different impact
parameters and directions relative to the guide magnetic field.
In the experiments described below, the FXR detector is
switched between two different views, a radial [Fig. 3(a),
blue] and a toroidal view [Fig. 3(a), black]. The radial view
has a radial line of sight along a minor radial chord with an
angular acceptance of 15 that perpendicularly intersects
the magnetic axis. The toroidal view has an angle of acceptance of 5 located just below the mid-plane and centered
along the magnetic axis. In addition to these two views, MST
has a set of 13 chordal views that cover the plasma minor
cross section. These 13 parallel chords, shown in Fig. 3(b),
have 10 cm spacing and cover about 70% of the core region.
The FXR detector was placed on the chords in red for line
averaged profile measurements. There is a molybdenum limiter associated with an unused rf antenna mounted on the
inner wall of the vessel that is located in the line-of-sight of
the innermost chord [Fig. 3(b), far left], which creates target
emission contamination in that view. Each x-ray detector port
is fitted with a 150 lm beryllium (Be) window that separates
the detector from vacuum and filters out photons with energies less than 2 keV. Additionally, a 5 cm column of air at
standard temperature and pressure also limits the low energy
cutoff to 2 keV.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Summary of ion heating and energization

Majority and minority (impurity) ion heating and energization has been thoroughly studied on MST, and it is useful
for reference to briefly summarize key observations. The earliest ion temperature measurements24 on MST showed that
the ions are rapidly heated by a non-collisional mechanism
on a short time scale (100 ls) compared to the i-e collision
time (10 ms). The ion temperature (Ti) can exceed the electron temperature (Te) during MR. More recent studies have
focused on detailed characterization of the heating mechanism(s). The ion heating is significantly diminished when the
nonlinear coupling between tearing modes is weakened and
the amount of energy released from the equilibrium magnetic
field is decreased.29,30 This confirmed that a large fraction of
the released magnetic energy is transferred to the ions and
manifest as heating and tail generation. Impurity ion species
are also observed to be heated to a higher temperature than
the bulk/majority ions.30 Heating of both majority and
minority ions is dependent on ion mass and charge so that
heavier ion species are heated more strongly.27 The cooling
time scale is longer than the heating time scale and the global
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FIG. 3. A schematic of the FXR detector views. (a) The radial view in blue has an angular acceptance of 15 and perpendicularly intersects the magnetic axis.
The toroidal (parallel, anti-parallel) view in black has an angular acceptance of 5 and is located just below the midplane and centered on the magnetic axis.
(b) The set of 7 parallel chords (red) that view different impact parameters in the plasma. The black dots on the midplane line (horizontal, dashed) indicate the
geometric center (left most) and the magnetic axis (right most). A molybdenum limiter mounted on the inner wall of the vessel is located in the line of sight of
the two inboard-most measurement chords. The poloidal extent of this limiter is shaded black.

energy confinement time, implying that ion energy is relatively well confined.
Measurements of the ion energy distribution show that
MR results in anisotropic ion heating and the generation of a
suprathermal tail distribution.25 The anisotropy is observed in
impurity ions such that the increase of the temperature perpendicular to the magnetic field is much larger than the
increase of the temperature parallel to the magnetic field. The
anisotropy is observed to increase with increasing density,
inconsistent with increased collisions. The suprathermal tail
appearing in the majority ion distribution is well described by
a power-law. The tail spectral index calculated from the
power-law rapidly decreases at the reconnection event, indicative of a high energy ion tail formation.
The most likely mechanisms for the observed ion heating are gyro-resonant heating via a turbulence cascade38 and
stochastic heating.27 Spontaneous ion tail formation could
be, in part, facilitated by the runaway process, since this is
observed for 25 keV neutral-beam-sourced ions.26 This is an
active research topic.

with Ip ¼ 500 kA, ne ¼ 0.8  1019 m3, and F ¼ 0.2. Figure 4
shows spectra for before (black), during (red), and after (blue)
the MR event, with the solid lines showing the power-law
(Ec ) fits. For these spectra, the spectral index in the radial
view (c? ) decreases from 4:1560:03 to 2:1560:05 during
MR, indicating significant flattening of the high energy tail.
After the MR event, c? increases to 6:7760:09, indicating that
the nonthermal electrons are lost from the plasma, possibly
due to pitch angle scattering. Figure 5 shows the time
evolution of c? in 20 ls intervals. Before the MR event, c? is
constant, but begins decreasing at t ¼ 44.9 61.0 ls, roughly
175 ls after the magnetic energy begins to decrease. c?
reaches a minimum at t ¼ 0 ls before it starts to increase
indicating a loss in high energy x-ray flux. As was shown previously,31 experiments with the FXR detector located on a
toroidal view port shows symmetry in the parallel and antiparallel directions, consistent with low effective parallel electric field during MR events, gJk =ED  0:12 where ED is the
Dreicer40 field.

B. Previous electron energization results

While strong ion heating and energetic ion tail formation are observed during MR events, Thomson scattering
measures a cooling of the thermal electron population.37,39
This is consistent with the increased stochastic thermal transport, which favors electrons with higher parallel energy and
may mask electron perpendicular energization during MR
events. The high time resolution FXR diagnostic, described
in Sec. III, is used to measure energy-resolved bremsstrahlung emission during MR in MST plasmas to reveal fast
electron dynamics.
The first experimental evidence for anisotropic electron
energization during MR that favors a direction perpendicular
to the guide magnetic field in a toroidal, magnetically confined plasma was previously reported in DuBois et al.31 Xray bremsstrahlung emission is measured along a radial view
(Fig. 3, blue) through the plasma core in plasma discharges

FIG. 4. X-ray energy spectra measured in the radial view for 20 ls windows
0.5 ms before (black), during (red) and 0.5 ms after (blue) MR. Each spectrum is fit with a power-law (solid lines), from which c? is calculated.
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FIG. 5. The c? calculated from power-law fits to the x-ray energy spectra as
a function of time relative to MR.

The CQL3D code (a relativistic collisional/quasilinear
3D Fokker-Planck solver41) was used to model a mock tail
having a power-law energy distribution localized in v? . The
mock tail has a Gaussian radial profile centered on-axis.
When the radial extent of the tail is set to 9 cm, the predicted
x-ray bremsstrahlung energy spectra along the radial and
toroidal lines-of-sight show symmetric toroidal views and
strong perpendicular anisotropy for E > 10 keV, where the
flux is larger in the radial view, consistent with measurements of bremsstrahlung emission during MR in MST plasmas. The tail in the radial view becomes more dominant
over the toroidal view as the radial extent of the core region
is reduced further. These results motivated the present
experiments, described in Sec. IV C, to quantify the radial
extent of the observed electron tail.
C. Core-localized tail radial profile

In the following set of measurements, data were taken
in plasma discharges with Ip ¼ 500 kA, ne ¼ 0.8  1019 m3,
and F ¼ 0.2. The set of vertical viewing chords shown in
Fig. 3(b) allows for a direct measurement of the radial extent
of the core-localized energetic electron tail, which can then
be compared with the CQL3D modeling described in Sec.
IV B. The FXR detector was mounted on 7 chordal views
[Fig. 3(b), red] that have different impact parameters relative
to the magnetic axis (6 cm outboard from the geometric center), all on the same toroidal plane, to make a measurement
of the line-of-sight x-ray energy spectrum as a function of
the impact parameter. The energy spectra are used to calculate the change in the spectral index from before MR compared to during the MR event, Dc? . Figure 6 shows Dc? as a
function of impact parameter relative to the magnetic axis
(blue). The dashed line shows the 9 cm radial extent of the
core-localized electron tail assumed in the CQL3D modeling
described in Sec. IV B. The Dc? profile is fitted to a
Gaussian with a FWHM of 12 cm, or a radial extent of
6 cm. This Gaussian profile of the core-localized tail lies
within and is slightly narrower than the size assumed in the
CQL3D modeling. The black bar indicates the span of an
existing Moly limiter that happens to be mounted on the
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FIG. 6. The Dc? as a function of impact parameter relative to the magnetic
axis (blue). The vertical lines (dashed, black) show the 9 cm radial extent of
the core-localized energetic tail predicted by the CQL3D modeling, and the
black bar shows the location of a molybdenum limiter. The gray shaded
areas indicate low x-ray photon counts.

vessel wall and is viewed by the innermost chord. This chord
serves as an indicator of the time delay from when a high
energy electron from the core region reaches the edge where
the Moly limiter is located. However, the x-ray flux from
this chord (between 15 cm and 30 cm) is contaminated
due to target emission produced by the limiter. Note that the
outermost chords in Fig. 3(b) (black lines) are located near
the reversal surface where the mean magnetic field is in the
poloidal direction. These chords (represented by the gray
shaded regions in Fig. 6) are far from the plasma core, where
the plasma temperature is much lower, and as a result the
high-energy x-ray photon count rate is insufficient to gather
enough statistics to calculate an energy spectrum.
It was seen previously that the duration of tail formation
is shorter for the toroidal views than for the radial view. This
is quantified by a Gaussian curve fit to cðtÞ centered on
t ¼ 0 ms. The temporal FWHM is a measure of how long
these energetic electrons survive before they are no longer in
the detector line-of-sight. Figure 7 shows the FWHM (blue)
of the Gaussian fits for the vertical chords, with the error
bars taken from the covariance matrix of each c Gaussian fit.
In the region of the core-localized tail, the FWHM calculated
for each chord is larger than for the previous measurement of
30.1 6 0.9 ls for ck . The peak of the profile is at r ¼ 4.7 cm
near the magnetic axis, which also coincides with the location of the maximum Dc? . Moving radially inboard and outboard from the core, the FWHM decreases to values that are
comparable to the FWHM estimated for the toroidal view.
This shows that the duration of the energization process is
longest near the magnetic axis and that energetic electrons
are lost from the detector line-of-sight faster near the edge of
the core-localized region than near the magnetic axis.
It is also possible to estimate the onset of energization,
or the time at which c decreases below a stipulated threshold,
from the temporal Gaussian fits to cðtÞ. This threshold is
selected to be 20% of the minimum c. The previous data for
c? and ck in DuBois et al.31 indicated that there is a delay in
the decrease in the toroidal view. The more comprehensive
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FIG. 7. A radial profile of the FWHM of c around the time of MR is shown
in blue. The black bar shows the location of a molybdenum limiter. The
gray shaded areas indicate low x-ray photon counts.

data reported here indicate that the decrease in ck occurs at
t ¼ 22.8 60.9 ls, a delay of 22.1 ls relative to c? , which
begins decreasing at t ¼ 44.9 6 1.0 ls. This suggests that
energetic electrons with high parallel energy are created 22.1
ls after energetic electrons with high perpendicular energy
are generated. This also indicates that the energization process favors the perpendicular direction, with pitch angle scattering into the parallel direction where the appearance of
a high energy tail is delayed. The relatively slow Coulomb
collisional process for higher energy electrons (e.g., 
 200 s1 at 20 keV) also supports the hypothesis that turbulent scattering might be an important contributor in pitch
angle diffusion. Previous data also indicated that ck relaxes
faster than c? following MR, indicating that relatively rapid
parallel transport is taking place.
The duration of energization measured at the different
impact parameters also reveals the time scale that fast electrons escape the 6 cm radius core region. The onset time of
energization is plotted for each vertical chord in Fig. 8 (blue).

FIG. 8. A radial profile of the energization onset time (before MR) is shown
in blue. This onset time indicates when an energetic tail begins to form. The
black bar shows the location of a molybdenum limiter. The gray shaded
areas indicate low x-ray photon counts.
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The profile in Fig. 8 shows that in the region of the corelocalized energetic electron tail, the energization begins
at t ¼ 33.2 6 1.7 ls, approximately 187 ls after the initial
decrease in Umag. The earlier onset time (peak of the radial
profile in Fig. 8) is localized near the magnetic axis and the
onset time becomes later moving radially away from the magnetic axis. At the edge of the core-localized region (r ¼ j10j
cm), energization arises at t ¼ 21.8 6 2.2 ls (inboard) and
19.9 6 2.6 ls (outboard), consistent with the toroidal view
dynamics. This indicates that fast electrons are initially
observed 10.4 ls later in the toroidal view and at the edge of
the core-localized region than near the magnetic axis. Outside
of the core-localized region (r > j10j cm), the energization
activates at t ¼ 16.0 6 0.9 ls for the chord viewing the Moly
limiter, which is 6.8 ls later than the onset of energetic electrons in the toroidal view.
This may reveal the radial diffusion of high energy electrons that travel Dr  50 cm in Dt  17:2 ls. Given these
quantities, the radial diffusion rate for an electron with energies between 10 and 20 keV is estimated to be 14 500 m2/s.
For standard RFP plasmas, where the radial diffusion rate for
thermal electrons (here 500 eV) in the core region can be
as large as 1000 m2/s,36 the estimated diffusion rate for energetic electrons is consistent with stochastic transport,
D  vthe Dst . Note that although the FWHM of c in the chord
viewing the Moly limiter is longer than in the toroidal view,
the onset takes place after energetic electrons are initially
observed in the toroidal view, consistent with fast electrons
being transported to the edge.
D. Correlation with tearing dynamics

The change in the stored Umag and the strength of the MR
event tend to be stronger for lower plasma density, higher
plasma current, and deeper reversal parameter. In experiments
studying ion energization, it was found that the energy source
was the released magnetic energy during MR. Additionally,
the ion heating mechanism is non-collisional because the
observed heating time (ls time scale) is much faster than the
i-e collision time (s > 0.01 s) as well as the fact that bulk electrons are cooled during MR. To assess the scaling of the
energy source and isolate the mechanism behind the observed
electron energization, x-ray emission in the radial view [Fig.
3(a), blue] is measured in a variety of plasma discharges with
plasma current Ip ¼ 300–500 kA, electron density ne ¼ 0.4–1.5
 1019 m3, and reversal parameter F ¼ 0 to 0.4. Figure 9
shows the Dc? as a function of the released magnetic energy,
DUmag ¼ Umagbefore  Umagduring . Dc? increases monotonically from 1.94 for DUmag  15 kJ to 2.73 for DUmag  55 kJ,
which implies that the electron tail generated during MR is
correlated with the amount of released magnetic energy, similar to what is observed during ion energization.29,30
Although the released magnetic energy is the source of
electron and ion energization during MR events, the exact
mechanism is still unknown. To help shed some light on the
underlying mechanism, the tearing mode dynamics are varied by adjusting the plasma equilibrium. In these experiments, the average reversal parameter (averaged over the
flattop time between 10 and 30 ms), Favg, is varied to adjust
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FIG. 9. The change in the spectral index (Dc? ) calculated from x-ray energy
spectra measured from the radial view for different amounts of released
magnetic energy (DUmag ) during MR.

the location of the toroidal magnetic field reversal as
described in Sec. II. The m ¼ 0, n ¼ 1 tearing modes, which
are resonant at the reversal surface, facilitate core to edge
communication. With deeper reversal (F < 0), the coupling
between edge and core tearing modes is increased. Figure 10
shows c? as a function of time for two reversal parameters:
Favg ¼ 0 (black) and Favg ¼ 0.3 (blue). The inset in Fig. 10
shows the average amplitude for the edge m ¼ 0, n ¼ 1 tearing mode as a function of time relative to the reconnection
event for each discharge. When F ¼ 0, the m ¼ 0 mode is
nearly removed from the plasma (B~0 < 10 G), resulting in a
muted DUmag and reduced Dc? . This is consistent with the
measurement of greatly reduced high energy x-ray flux. For
Favg ¼ 0.3, the m ¼ 0 mode amplitude is 40 G, DUmag ¼ 50
kJ, and Dc? ¼ 2:7, indicating substantial energetic tail generation, resulting in a significant increase in high energy
x-ray flux. The amplitudes of the m ¼ 1 mode are comparable
for both discharges, indicating that the m ¼ 1 modes do not
play a direct role despite being part of the nonlinear coupling

FIG. 10. The time evolution of c for two reversal parameters: F ¼ 0 (black)
and F ¼ 0.3 (blue). The inset shows the average amplitude for the edge
m ¼ 0, n ¼ 1 tearing mode as a function of time relative to MR for each
reversal parameter.
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process. These results demonstrate that electron energization
is highly dependent on the coupling between edge and core
tearing modes, as was previously shown to be true for ion
heating,29,30 and suggests a turbulent mechanism is similarly
active for electron tail energization. However, the precise
mechanism is still not known and could be different for electrons and ions.
As stated earlier, MR events tend to be stronger for
lower plasma density. This was corroborated in ion energization studies,25 where low density yielded more ion energization and high density amounted to limited energetic tail
production. The same is also true for the impurity ion temperature as measured by charge exchange emission.25 For
the density studies described here, x-ray emission is measured in plasmas with F ¼ 0.2 and Ip ¼ 500 kA. The c? is
calculated for plasmas with ne ¼ 0.8  1019 m3 (low density) and ne ¼ 1.2  1019 m3 (high density). Figure 11 shows
c? as a function of time for low (blue) and high (red) density.
Prior to the MR event, c? is already significantly larger (less
energetic tail developed) for high density compared to low
density, but in both regimes, c? is constant before the MR
event. This indicates that even before MR, there is higher
percentage of energetic electrons for low density than for
high density. Another important feature is that c? begins
increasing for high densities before MR (t  0.25 ms). These
results show that low density is essential for electron energization during MR events.
A more thorough investigation into the dependence of
electron energization on F and the subsequent coupling
between edge and core tearing modes can be accomplished
by closely examining the minimum reversal parameter (Fmin)
reached during each MR event. Depending on the strength of
MR, Fmin can become more negative, such that the reversal
surface moves inward toward the core during MR resulting
in more communication between the edge and core. In addition, a more negative Fmin also leads to more magnetic
energy released from the equilibrium magnetic field. Fmin
cannot be directly controlled but can be varied by changing
density, reversal parameter, and plasma current. X-ray emission in the radial view is measured in a variety of plasma

FIG. 11. The evolution of c for low density (red) and high density (blue)
plasmas.
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FIG. 12. The Dc? as a function of the minimum F achieved during MR
(Fmin). The inset shows three examples of time traces of the reversal parameter, F ¼ 0 (black), F ¼ 0.2 (red), and F ¼ 0.3 (blue).

discharges with Ip ¼ 300–500 kA, ne ¼ 0.4–1.5  1019 m3,
and Favg ¼ 0 to 0.4. Figure 12 shows Dc? for a range of
Fmin values, where Dc? is linearly dependent on Fmin. The
inset of Fig. 12 shows three examples of time traces of F
with set-points of 0 (black), 0.2 (red), and 0.3 (blue),
where Fmin varies depending on the individual MR event.
V. CONCLUSIONS

during ion energization.29,30 By studying the effect of tearing
modes on the electron energization, it was found that
increased coupling between edge and core tearing modes is
critical for the generation of an energetic tail. This suggests
that the anisotropic electron tail formation is due to a turbulent mechanism favoring perpendicular directions. An energetic electron tail is only generated for low density, such that
the high collisionality of high density plasmas may hinder
more negative fmin values necessary to drive increased coupling between tearing modes that is essential for the formation of a high energy electron tail. The delay in the onset of
energization between the magnetic axis view, the toroidal
view, and the Moly limiter view indicates that the radial diffusion of high energy electrons, which travel Dr  50 cm in
Dt  17:2 ls, is approximately 14 500 m2/s, consistent with
expectations. This also provides evidence that high energy
electrons escape the core-localized region possibly through
pitch angle scattering into the parallel direction, followed by
stochastic parallel transport to the plasma edge. These results
indicate that a similar mechanism is present during MR for
both ions and electrons.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
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In previous experiments, high time resolution measurements of x-ray energy spectra provided the first evidence
of an anisotropic energetic electron tail arising during MR in
a toroidal plasma. CQL3D modeling of a mock electron tail
having a power-law energy distribution localized in v?
showed that with a 9 cm Gaussian radial extent of the core
region centered on axis, the predicted x-ray tail is larger in
the radial view than in toroidal views. The tail in the radial
view becomes more dominant over the toroidal view as the
radial extent of the core region is reduced further. These
results led to the motivation to quantify the radial extent of
the observed electron tail.
Measurements of the x-ray energy spectra with chordal
lines-of-sight through different impact parameters across the
plasma on the same toroidal plane confirm that the radial
extent of the energetic tail is within 6 cm of the core region,
as predicted by CQL3D modeling. The radial profile of the
temporal FWHM of c shows that the peak is localized to the
magnetic axis. At the edge of the core-localized region, the
FWHM is consistent with measurements in the toroidal
view, indicating the amount of time the energization mechanism is active longer near the magnetic axis. The onset of
energization appears first in the chord viewing the magnetic
axis, roughly 187 ls after magnetic energy is released from
the equilibrium magnetic field. The energization onset occurs
later in time moving radially away from the magnetic axis,
where the onsite time eventually becomes comparable to the
toroidal view.
In these experiments, it was verified that the released
magnetic energy is the source for the anisotropic electron
energization observed during MR, similar to what is observed
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